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Overview 
Since 2019, massive demonstrations against Iran and its influence broke out in Iraq and Lebanon, followed 

by internal protests against Iran's totalitarian ideology. Internally, Iranians are demanding the dissolution 

of the clerical regime. Demonstrations occur daily in Iran with protests over inflation, economic 

disparities, water shortages, teacher pay, soaring food prices, and unemployment. The government meets 

these demonstrations with brutal repression, killing hundreds. Physical confrontations lead to arrests and 

arrests lead to torture. Torture leads panicked confessions elicited under extreme duress. The 

government uses this information to arrest other Iranians in a constant dragnet used to preserve the 

theocracy. Iranian citizens want their own identity and not the transnational community of believers that 

is the ummah, as Khomeini prefers. Instead of a national identity, Khomeini pushes the doctrine of velayat-

e faqih, meaning the supreme guardianship of the Islamic jurist – better known as a system of governance 

justifying the rule of the clergy over the state. The religious leadership controls all political and religious 

authority. All Iran's critical decisions run through the supreme leader. The supreme leader governs all 

organs of Iran. No one has any say over the conduct of the supreme leader. Anything contrary to his word 

is considered direct disobedience to Allah. Iran rules by way of violence. The supreme leader established 

a brutal theocracy that has run out of ideas, surviving under the auspices of fascists rule.  

Many people in Iran are not allowed to have an education or work because of their religion. Even more 

are jailed or murdered in the streets and prisons because of their beliefs. In addition, the regime 

repeatedly calls ordinary citizens and activists’ traitors and spies. The National Information Network, 

better known as the Iranian intranet, filters most internet traffic while interrogating content for anything 

contrary to revolutionary ideals. The government fears open discussion, the free flow of information, and 

thought. Soon, the government will pass a law criminalizing the production and distribution of censorship 

circumvention tools while authorizing more in-depth electronic surveillance. These are the last gasps of a 

government on the downward slope of its tenure. 

Past Iranian Influence Operations Leading to Current Events 
In the report, Iranian Influence Operations, dated July 17, 2020, Treadstone 71, we had noticed spikes in 

Twitter activity surrounding specific hashtags. The primary hashtag targeted Maryam Rajavi. Maryam 

Rajavi is the leader of the People's Mujahedin of Iran, an organization trying to overthrow the Iranian 

government, and the President-elect of its National Council of Resistance of Iran (NCRI).1 July 17, 2020, 

represented the #FreeIran2020 Global Summit online for the NCRI. The report tracked Twitter and other 

social media activity surrounding the Global Summit.  

The 2022 Global Summit begins this weekend. We noticed increased Iranian social media activity mirroring 

the same negative type posts against the People’s Mujahedin of Iran leadership. Current postings are likely 

preparing for new operations using social media to counter any opposition messaging. The most recent 

posts again reflect the use of antagonizing hashtags including #Maryam_Rajavi_is_terrorist and hashtag 

used in 2020. The most prominent posts: 

 
1 Maryam Rajavi biography https://www.maryam-rajavi.com/en/biography 



 

Figure 2 Tweet from @somayehyousefi1 

are from @arabediny and @somayehyousefi1. Both 

are known followers of Iranian intelligence and 

directors of Basiji activities. The Tweet from 

@arabediny also threatens former President Trump, 

former Vice 

President Pence, 

and Maryam 

Rajavi. A clear 

violation of 

Twitter policies. 

Alireza Abedini is 

known in anti-

opposition circles 

as a “Soft War 

Officer” and 

highly likely part 

of the Iranian intelligence apparatus.  He is the 

purveyor of the Yasin Think Tank and of swo313.ir. 

Swo313 maintains social media presence on 

Facebook, Instagram, Telegram, and Twitter. Several postings are 

contrary to social media rules yet he maintains his standing 

without suspension. Iran trains Basij cyber battalions how to avoid 

Twitter suspension as translated and posted later in this report 

(Iranian Intelligence Instructions to Basiji Cyber Battalion 

Members). The rules as posted serve as methods to bypass Twitter 

rules and manipulate the social media platform. Ali Akbar 

Raefipour of the Masaf Institute (Fight against Zionism, Humanism 

and Freemasonry) recently mobilized his Twitter network stating 

that “the terrorists in Albania will not be safe! They have to be 

avenged…… We will come for you in time.”  Seyyed Ismail Khatib, 

the Iranian Minister of Intelligence followed with a post saying that 

“Albanian terrorists have never been and will never be safe from 

the fire of revenge. However, every day they put themselves more 

and more at the disposal of the leaders of state and official 

terrorist such as Mike Pence and Pompeo.” Over the past several 
Figure 3 Abedini's swo313 Social Media sites 

Figure 4 Alireza Abedini 

Figure 1 Tweet from @arabediny 



days, the hashtag posted in several languages received a potential reach of well over one million Twitter 

users. 

A recent Proofpoint report titled “Above the Fold and in Your Inbox: Tracing State-Aligned Activity 

Targeting Journalists, Media 2 ” dated July 14, 2022, includes continued Iranian cyber campaigns to 

impersonate journalists and infect journalist computers. Treadstone 71 found several Twitter accounts 

used to counter opposition messaging including @ShagerdShopnhvr, @Mars_1130, @bademjoonbokhor, 

@Kia_Iranian, @barandaz_memes, @Msadea76, @ms_prisoner, @unquiet_mind1, @ShahabHolland, 

@Shahab_Affleck, @soghootbardegi, and @6XFg9Joh7zk999D.  

Furthermore, the Albanian government suffered a massive cyber-attack this past weekend (July 17) and 

rumors of DDoS attacks against Iranian opposition groups surfaced on July 18.  An assumption is that these 

attacks and continued efforts by Iranian intelligence serve as preparation to counter opposition messaging 

from the Global Summit beginning July 23. 

Iranian Government Social Media – Control and Manipulation 
Iranian social media postings follow narratives of direct importance to the regime. They are intent is 

posting content that undermines the trust underlying adversary societies. The regime measures posts and 

hashtags based on the sheer volume of social media postings (the more the postings, the more critical the 

issue). Many of examined postings used the same hashtags, keywords, and phrases, likely showing the 

use of bots to automatically flood social media with their messaging, leading to 'trending' material. Falsely  

 

Figure 5 Measuring the success of hashtags https://www.magiran.com/article/4260935 

accusing adversaries of atrocities, terrorism, Godlessness, lawlessness, and crime is an everyday practice. 

The false accusations take advantage of the cognitive vulnerability of Iranian citizens, and the pre-existing 

fears or beliefs enable the acceptance of fake news. The firehose effect of propaganda messaging (where 

many messages are broadcast rapidly, repetitively, and continuously over multiple channels) creates 

cerebral overload and the inability to process information. Iran continues to follow methods proven 

during the 2016 United States election. They understand that humans are likely to believe the information 

they already believe to be true even if the content is entirely false. People tend to accept information as 

valid if the content contains evidence, even if the data is not authenticated or verified. Especially if the 

information comes from what is perceived to be an authority figure.  

Physical, non-violent protests in Iran are met with violence, arrests, tear gas, students expelled from 

university, and even death. Similarly, the regime increased its rhetoric against protesters threatening the 

same brutality they exhibited after the revolution in the early 80s. Then, they executed thousands of 

dissidents and imprisoned tens of thousands. In addition, Khomeini issued a fatwa calling for the prompt 

 
2 https://www.proofpoint.com/us/blog/threat-insight/above-fold-and-your-inbox-tracing-state-aligned-activity-targeting-journalists 



and mass execution of all political prisoners, which led to the execution of an estimated 30,000, known as 

the 1988 massacre. Furthermore, they created an aura of fear to create personal self-censorship, as many 

Iranians fear being arrested, tortured, and hung. 

Iran’s Playbook for Protest Infiltration 
The regime created a playbook for plain-clothed agents whenever anti-regime protests occurred in Iran. 

The increased frequency of these protests warranted standardization of infiltration methods. The 

following is their eight-step plan to create chaos, manipulate outcomes, and quell open protests: 

1. Carry medium size rocks to the protest 

2. Mingle with the crowd and try to identify the leaders 

3. Ithe slogans become heated and radical against  the regime, Supreme Leader and IRGC, start chants about 

inflation, expensiveness, “Reza Shah, may your soul be blessed”, “death to Raisi” , and other 

chants that have previously been supplied to you and get people to join in these chants instead 
4. Steer crowds away from government buildings, critical infrastructure, and Basij bases. 

5. If the counter chants do not work, start throwing rocks at the State Security Forces (SSF), buildings, and 

cars to create chaos and stoke violence to disperse the crowds 

6. Attack the nearest mosque to provoke religious protesters. Break doors and windows causing damage. 

Light fires and burn Qur’ans in the courtyard of the mosque while making videos and taking photos for 

news (radio and television), then quickly leave the area. 

7. Do not engage with people or clash with the protestors. 

8. Once the crowd has dispersed, immediately report the activities to your line of commend with any 

recommendations (written). 

Any protest leadership arrest leads to intense interrogation and torture. Extracting social media information helps 

the regime hone its social media intelligence and counterintelligence tactics. We list current known tactics in the 

next section. A key finding is a continual use and manipulation of social media platforms as weaponization delivery 

systems for the regime. 

Signposts of the Iranian Regime in Cyberspace 
Suppressive tactics against opposition groups, hacking, phishing, and social engineering continue to expand and 

change with social media rule modifications. Figures 6 and 7 below shows NaslezohorSch, using their Telegram 

Channel to conduct command and control instructions to followers and members.  

• Threatening messages on opposition forums and channels warning participants of arrest (Telegram, Skype, 

Whatsapp, Twitter, Instagram, etc.) 

• The use of social media to direct Basij members, Iranian citizens, and sycophants to cyber operations 

establishing command and control. 



 

Figure 6 NaslezohorSch – Using Telegram to task and organize 

• Constant learn of changing social media rules and reasons for suspension so that we may adjust quickly 

• Create fake social media accounts and post impersonating media personalities, human rights activists, 

academics, law enforcement, and politicians on sites such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Telegram, 

Discord, Instagram, and TikTok 

• Create fake videos and audios published on one site then replicated quickly across a multitude of other sites 

and social media accounts, showing the extent of the information operation and fake accounts (primarily a 

Basiji activity) 

• Falsely claim human rights violations by opposition groups  

• Create fake email accounts using the names of well-known people used to disseminate misleading and 

phony information 

• Use social media to spread content using false information while slandering opposition groups  

• Demonizes any opposition to social media postings 



 

Figure 7 Iran cyber leadership created a Telegram channel @naslezohorsch. The channel translates material into fifteen languages 
organizing and tasking channel members in regime-dictated activities. The channel uses the same command structure as the 
Iranian military.  

• Use of social media accounts of arrested Iranians to lure Iranian nationals in other countries to return (to 

be charged) 

• Use of social media accounts to slander the regime, enticing Iranians to join in, who are then identified and 

arrested 

• Use social media posing as opposition members having a change of heart, repeating regime propaganda 

and allegations 

• Employ thousands of low-paid students (Basijis) to continuously post consistent messaging that paints the 

regime in a positive view – this is centrally managed across many different groups 

• Fake social media accounts amplify regime positions linking back to regime websites, fake press, 

impersonated accounts, and accounts with stolen biographies, many with large followings 

• Methods of narrative control and perception management tactics 

• Influence public opinion to cast opposition groups in a negative light calling any change from the current 

regime to one with democratic reforms aligned with the Great Satan  

• Disseminates false information and news as a core principle 

• Uses fake and fraudulent emails and accounts to set up social media  

• Sends threatening emails to Iran citizens posting contrary content on social media 

• Inject malware onto computers during phishing attacks to hack opposition computers 



• Use fake VPN apps to install malware such as remote-access trojans 

• Post content about ongoing internal protests against the regime. Falsely claimed they are the result of 

opposition terrorist groups 

• Use websites with anonymized pro-regime messaging masquerading as news outlets or individuals  

o This method we use to attract potential audiences towards websites posting pro-Iranian 

government messaging 

• Use phishing emails enticing adversaries to follow links to fraudulent websites asked to login in with their 

credentials  

• Create Android apps to collect information, access smartphones, and listen in and watch via microphones 

and cameras 

• Post regime content in many different languages such as English, French, Spanish, Russian, Turkish, and 

Arabic 

• Target US officials who are vehemently opposed to the IR government with online content geared to 

discredit 

• Spiked files included in the emails used to hack and take over actual opposition email accounts 

• Continuously distort the truth, trying to take the moral high road while blaming the unrest on outside 

influences 

• Using DDos attacks on opposition websites to suppress their messaging and views. 

To plan, manage, and execute the above tactics, Iran employs thousands of Iranians in the Basij. We cover the Basij 

in the other sections of this report. Recently, Ruhollah Momin Nasab posted a video about methods used to subvert 

Twitter rules.  

Ruhollah Momin Nasab SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY FRONT IN CYBERSPACE 

In a video reviewed by Treadstone 71 (images below), Ruhollah Momin Nasab tells the story of their exploitation of 

the Twitter Application Program Interface (API). Using two hundred and fifty-six fake accounts to start, we 

automated tweet postings. 



 

Figure 8 Ruhollah Momin Nasab explaining Twitter manipulation 

 

Figure 9 We created (fake) Twitter accounts emulating influencers who were counter-revolutionary activities. The account name 
differed only by one letter. All other characteristics were the same. 

Nasab states that the operation was a ‘psycho operation,’ and participants were given the order 

to ‘fire at will.’ One account would tweet, and the other accounts would retweet. Eventually, 

real friends and followers of the influencer would retweet the posts of the fake accounts. We 

exploited Twitter’s real-time feature to expand our messaging and create a Twitter trend. We 

hosted the software in the Google Cloud, which they eventually shut down. Twitter realized they 

could no longer manage the message, that we were controlling the trending. They issued a 

statement and shut down ‘real-time.’ We found this only worked in Persian and English 



languages. Since it was effective in Iranian riots, it gained traction in 

Persian. Google would post the new messages in red. You could click the 

latest messages and retweet those as new posts. We designed the 

software to prevent filtering, and as Twitter would filter, the messages 

would be shown on Google. Real-time was shut down, but we were able 

to continue via Google. It was a complicated issue.  

The above is but one example that Iran now openly and proudly 

discusses as an example of its technical prowess at exploiting social 

media. The video is posted at www.cybershafarat.com. 

The Basij  
Sardar Gholamreza Soleimani, the head of the Basij Mustazafin organization, had announced a national 

exercise of 4 million Basij in virtual space with over 3,500 cyber brigades across Iran. They have collected 

over 20 billion Tomans through religious donations while launching 42 thousand jihadi groups.3  

From a contrarian viewpoint:  "In Jihad Tebayin, Basij forces play a role in cyberspace, in such a way that 

more than four million people are members of the "Saman Network." Colonel Heydari, the commander 

of Imam Hassan (PBUH) district, said last year: "In this plan, we can be effective in various occasions and 

programs, such as the trending of the hashtag Labik or Khamenei on Twitter and Instagram in The day of 

Ghadir Eid, which was a strong punch on the mouth of arrogance and superpowers, is one of these 

capacities. 

Cyber Army Activities 
The soldiers of this cyber army often publish the same content that is commanded in particular situations 

with integrated literature and hashtags and repeat it on different social networks. It seems that the 

members of the Saman plan are also busy with this matter. Integrated contents are usually published by 

an order from above and distributed within a few hours on various social network platforms by cyber 

army soldiers who are social network users. Following the hashtag or keyword in these contents usually 

leads to campaign identification. 

We understand that security and intelligence are among the essential 

tasks of cyber armies. Activities may be related to accessing confidential 

information of other countries, hacking access to details of parts of a 

system, and disrupting functions of the activities of the conflicting 

government. 

Information published on the Sepah News website about the Cyber 

Corps battalions of Greater Tehran: 

 "The cyber army has specialized groups in various fields of production, 

visual and audio, social networks, games and animation, graphics, and 

the like. We strengthen the national interests and pursue the goals of the 

Islamic revolution in cyberspace, future research, and message 

management using various products. We use many languages, media 

 
3 https://www.khabaronline.ir/news/1573358/ 

Figure 7 https://momennasab.ir 

Figure 6 The Basij 



tools, produce content in various fields, organize and staff cyber battalions, and conduct cyber 

operations to pursue the system's grand goals and the revolution. These are among the goals of 

forming the Tehran Cyber Battalions of the Revolutionary Guard Corps. goals that may be 

extended to the entire country's cyber army." 

"Basijians have an active presence in cyberspace; So far, nine hundred eighty-two city-based cyber 

battalions and two thousand five hundred area-based cyber battalions have been launched. From 500 to 

800 people are engaged in each battalion. We estimate about one million seven hundred to two and a 

half million people in these battalions.4  

The start of the cyber army in Iran 
In November 2013, Hossein Hamdani, the former commander of the Tehran Provincial Guard, announced 

the existence of two cyber warfare centers in Tehran. 

Moslem Moein "This gathering is practically the announcement of the official existence of the cyber army, 

which is a basic model in three main axes and thirteen layers both in terms of the structure and the 

formation of the cyber network." 

Gholamreza Soleimani, the head of the Basij Mustazafin organization, said on Saturday, 16 September 

2018, that the Basij Mustazafin organization has organized 1000 cyber battalions for the organized 

presence of revolutionary youth in cyberspace. In the same year, the head of the Basij cyberspace 

organization stated that the goal of the Basij organization was to use 80,000 Basij to organize cyberspace. 

An army of tech experts and hackers 
Iran created The National Passive Defense Organization as part of the cyber army. The organization 

protects critical Iranian infrastructure. One of the main tasks of its analysts is to "use all national cyber 

and non-cyber resources to deter, prevent, deny, identify and effectively counter any cyber-attack. Tasks 

include any hostile external agent (country or group) against Iran. The Cyber Defense Command this 

group, also known as the Cyber Headquarters in the Iranian Army, conducts offensive cyber operations. 

Some believe Iran created the command to counter the US Cyber Command.  

Iran employs groups and experts for cyber operations, including financially motivated independent 

hackers, private sector contractors, and quasi-governmental organizations. A part of Iran's cyber army is 

said to be IT experts and professional hackers not directly related to IRGC. Iran uses these proxy groups 

to hack "enemy sites," divert internet traffic and hack foreign media sites and social media platforms.  

In recent years, large private companies in the field of communication technology have given significant 

development to their businesses, and many users of virtual networks consider them to be responsible for 

accusations such as reducing Internet speed. What is unusual is why this group remains unknown to many 

after all these years of activity, expansion, and increases in the number of active forces. There is still scant 

information on cyber army activities and the budget. A recent interview published on Iranian news sites 

follows: 

Tasnim: The question that may be on many people's minds today is why the media and virtual 

literacy issue has received so much attention from the country's cultural institutions? 

 
4 shorturl.at/GKLMS shorturl.at/ACMP8 shorturl.at/pu478  http://www.kermanshah.beest.ir 



Metinfer: We believe that in interacting with the media, the media is not just a tool for 

entertainment, but a tool that can affect people's brains to produce a certain mentality. The 

human psyche also drives positive and negative behaviors. 

Considering we face abnormal behaviors in Iranian society, we must control the presuppositions 

that enter the mind through the media well. The only solution for this issue is that we are 

equipped with a tool of knowledge. 

Today, media literacy is a fundamental issue worldwide, and we are happy to control this in Iran. 

Our effort is to arm people with the weapon of media literacy, or virtual space literacy. 

Tasnim: Considering this issue, Isfahan Municipality's cultural and recreational organization also 

entered into the topic of media literacy and the concerns of the supreme leader of the revolution 

in this regard. How do you see this entry? 

Metinfar: We are happy that such an event happened in Isfahan city. In the emphasis of the 

Supreme Leader of the Revolution and his recommendations to the Supreme Council of 

Cyberspace, he repeatedly stated that raising the literacy level of people's cyberspace knowledge 

must be on the agenda so that we can control abnormal behavior and produce normal behavior.  

In media literacy, we offer 'train the trainer' workshops of the Media Culture Committee of 

Isfahan Municipal Cultural and Recreation Organization; we discussed the media's importance 

and need while examining the media's core functions. It should be considered that today's media 

can lead to social cohesion and shape people's thoughts; Today's media aligns people with the 

creators and their behind-the-scenes goals, which is also considered an important point in their 

work. 

The functions of the media in the positive and negative fields and other cases are considered 

essential issues in this field. Today, the education of virtual space should be regarded as the 

introduction of digital literacy and baseline computer skills. 

Tasnim: In your opinion, what is the practical solution to realize the media literacy issue? 

Metinfer: After the actions I mentioned, we should have a unique look at the issue of media 

consumption. We consider this a critical issue. In fact, after the training, a person should be active 

in dealing with media messages and behave creatively. By this, we mean how to think critically 

about what we present to our readers.  

One should pay attention to the media message, who produced it, and how and where it should 

be used. 

Metinfer: The characteristic of virtual space is free interaction, free access, and fast transfer of 

information and all kinds of variations; Today, the speed of data and its republishing is so high 

that it prevents people from thinking and thinking critically about this field. Any media that 

publishes true or false news can be a pioneer and winner in this field. The main criticism of the 

supreme leader of the revolution in this area is that this space is undisciplined and not intelligently 

managed. 



Unfortunately, today the content of the virtual space of the Islamic Republic of Iran is the same 

for different ages, genders, and ethnicities, and this does not happen anywhere in the world. 

Therefore, we suffer adverse consequences when we end up in chaos without local, regional, and 

international moral codes. 

We have people "responsible for Siraj cyberspace organization." Siraj is an organization that 

operates in the field of virtual space and content production. Siraj defines its activity as 

"spontaneous cultural work." 

"How can the fire of cultural artillery be concentrated in one direction?" At what meeting should 

soft war officers get to know each other, hear each other's words and prepare for joint 

operations? The lack of such a common gathering place was one of the primary deficiencies of 

the spontaneous cultural groups in the country. The deficiency was a concern that could not be 

resolved except with the support of revolutionary organizations. One of the organizations that 

tried to turn this concern into a policy was Siraj CyberSpace Organization. 

There is great ambiguity surrounding this organization and its material and organizational roots. 

So great that even a security person - intelligence such as "Hossamuddin Ashna" - Hassan 

Rouhani's cultural adviser - after Mansour Security's criticism of the Minister of Communications, 

asked in the form of two tweets:  

"Virtual Space Organization: 

• What is the legal nature of Siraj?  

• Does it have a governing role?  

• Is it government? 

• Is it private or an NGO?  

• What institution or institution is affiliated with it?  

• What year did it start operating?  

• What activities does it do?  

• What have been the most significant achievements of his activity so far?  

• Is this institution more of a commercial or cultural, or security nature?  

• How much is its budget, and who or what funds it? 

• What is its administrative and organizational structure?  

• How does somebody join the organization, and what are the employment 

conditions?  

• Who is responsible for it?  

• What equipment and facilities does this institution have?" 

When we search more about Mansour Amini in cyberspace, we will find that he is one of the 

people affiliated with the so-called "fundamentalist" faction in the Islamic Republic. Therefore, to 

better understand the cognitive direction of this organization, we must examine the words of 

Amini:  

"Why do seminaries, authorities, and religious scholars not look into the future in the 

discussion of the future jurisprudence of virtual space, philosophy and how to deal with 

this space, and deep work, don't they?"  



Amini also criticizes Hassan Rouhani, Minister of Communications of the government, for not 

moving towards "indigenization"5 in virtual space. In addition, Mansour Amini, whose Twitter 

account was blocked by Twitter, criticized the Ministry of Communications for not helping to 

create a "basic messenger to meet people's needs." 

When we search more about Mansour Amini, we find news about him from July 2018, indicating 

"an appreciation of the efforts of engineer Mansour Amini during his tenure of responsibility for 

the Basij cyberspace headquarters." The recognition was given by "Sardar Mohammad Hossein 

Sepehr" - the successor of the Basij Mustazafin organization. The Basij Mustazafin organization is 

one of the organizations under the supervision of the IRGC General Command. Additional 

searching on the Basij Mustazafin shows that guests and speakers for this organization are also 

the most famous and influential figures of the Revolutionary Guards, including commanders such 

as "Hussein Nejat" here and "Mohammed Ali Jafari." 

The Basij Mustazafin manipulates viewer perceptions by trying to show non-governmental ties. 

The organization does not explicitly mention any relationship with the Revolutionary Guards. The 

Basij Mustazafin defines their work as "spontaneous cultural work at low cost to citizens and away 

from typical bureaucratic paperwork."  Meanwhile, a look at the activities of this organization 

shows that these claims are like a joke. Trying to design various applications and internet games 

that can be seen on the website of this organization, as well as the field of activity of this 

organization, which includes different provinces of the country, is impossible without a significant 

budget. As an example of the extensive activities of this organization, you can see here and here. 

Basiji Cyber Training  
Basiji cyber training crosses many disciplines developing content that floods the internet with content 

flattering the regime. Training includes: 

• Building cyber capacity in the field of positive content production 

o In the form of writing, writing photos, producing news, making clips, and other 

media products 

o Filtering, blocking, and dealing with hostile channels 

• Training on creating a soft war, psychological war, and cultural invasion through 

cyberspace 

o Formed to synergize and strengthen cyber defense capabilities 

In examining the Isfahan province's Student Mobilization, we find a growing organization, changing as 

social media adjusts to the influx of disinformation. The Student Cyber Brigade consists of two brigades 

with six battalions of female students and one brigade with a capacity of three battalions of male 

students. The training includes ten days of instruction in special cyber actions and operations in the 

cyber field. 

The Cyber Battalion of Student Mobilization operates in 3 areas: fighting the enemy's soft war in 

cyberspace, developing revolutionary ideas, and promoting virtual education. These cyber battalions are 

divided into sub-categories called cyber groups, which are active in the areas of resistance to student 

 
5 Indigenization is the process by which native ways of knowing, being, doing and relating are incorporated into 
educational, organizational, cultural and social structures 



mobilization. Every student in the same province can work in these three areas according to their talent 

and abilities. Furthermore, people who become members of the Basij Cyber Battalion can work in various 

areas of cyberspace, including monitoring cyberspace and social networks and producing appropriate 

content.6 

The Saman plan driven by the Basji Mustazafin is based on several thousand channels, groups, and 

websites created in virtual space. The Saman plan is a plan for the political manipulation of Basijians and 

Iranian citizens at all times. The plan is supposed to work on Telegram, Twitter, Instagram, and maybe 

some internal messengers. The intent is to increase cyber skills, provide awareness of the enemy, and 

remove ambiguity by posting only regime-positive information while removing the content of our 

opponents. Basij guided and commanded a thousand battalions under the official guidance of IRGC 

cyber forces. The following section covers the instructions for posting content used during the most 

recent anniversary of the death of Qasim Soleimani. Instructions start on Telegram (@NaslezohorSch) 

for postings on Twitter. Regime command and control for the next ‘Twitter Storm’ use open social 

media to instruct Basij members on the content to use, methods to ensure postings are accepted and 

tactics to avoid being suspended: 

Telegram Command and Control for Twitter Actions - Technical points of Haj Qasim anniversary 

Twitter storm  
 
Report (collection) is the real meaning of sanitizing cyberspace from violators and malicious 
elements active in this space 
 
For the first time in the revolutionary front, the group (Reporter) has taken a coherent and 
organized counter-revolutionary and destructive active elements of the space (Twitter) by 
creating a wide, integrated network and with a single command. 
 
Be on time at 21:00 every night except for holidays to apply a single report with us in this matter. 
Be with us in the technical support of the emerging generation 
 
#Hero #my hero 
 
1. If you are not online during a Twitter storm, you can schedule your tweets in advance 

through the Twitter web version. 
2. Please prepare all the tweets and the main work pressure for the early hours of trending 

(21:00). 
3. Please tweet and retweet every 3 to 5 minutes so that you don't get restricted by Twitter. 
4. Try not to mention as much as possible and avoid using repeated mentions because Twitter 

is extremely sensitive to repeated mentions. 
5. you tweet with multiple accounts, don't retweet your own tweets because Twitter is very 

sensitive about this and this overlaps and increases the possibility of your Twitter account 
being suspended. 

 
1. If you use content from public channels in writing your tweets, be sure to make 

changes in the text of the tweet, such as changing the location of commas, periods, 

 
6 https://khabarban.com/a/32698233 



etc., because the use of repetitive content will greatly increase the sensitivity of 
Twitter on your account. 

2. If Twitter takes a bot test from you during operation, stop your activity for 30 
minutes, after that time you can continue your activity. 

3. Note that it is very important to respect the time interval of 3 to 5 minutes between 
each tweet or retweet. 

4. If during the operation, Twitter does not allow you to tweet or retweet, do not worry 
at all, after an hour, Twitter will allow your account to operate again. 

5. Pay attention to your content! 
6. Do not directly tweet against a certain race and religion and do not directly threaten 

Israel, because in this case there is a possibility of being reported and losing your 
account. 

7. It is recommended to translate tweets into English once before sending and make 
sure that the translation is not sensitive. 

8. *Try to use sarcasm so that if your tweet is translated into English, it will have an 
ambiguous meaning. This will prevent any possible damage to the account. 

9. Be sure to pay attention to the dictation of hashtags! 
10. Be sure to use the capital (H) at the beginning of the hashtag in the #Hero hashtag, 

for this purpose and to make your work easier, "Try to copy the correct hashtag or 
write the hashtag yourself to the end and ignore Twitter's suggestions" until such 
cases Don't cause deviant hashtags to rise and waste timeline energy and ultimately 
spoil trending! 

11. To prevent the hashtag from being reported as spam, try not to post empty 
mentions including hashtags and repeated tweets. 

 
* Retweeting the tweets of those you don't follow, tweets in other languages, etc. are also 
effective for the trending of the hashtag! God willing, if you follow the above tips, there will be 
no problem for your account in the operation - @NaslezohorSch 

 
NaslezohorSch, one of the central command and control Telegram sites, also created a document 
defining the proper way to use Twitter within the auspices of their command structure.  A quote from 
that document follows, while the complete copy is included in this post as a downloadable attachment. 
 

The guidelines of subversive behaviors... The behavior of this section of Twitter tells us that if 
people are silent because of the fear of freely expressing their opinions, freedom of expression 
does not mean much. If you saw something on Twitter. We do not tolerate harassment, threats, 
and intimidation to silence others." Report it to us. It violates these rules, please. 

 
Most importantly, evidence shows that these forces create hashtags and tweets in a coordinated 

manner in return for the money they receive. The campaigns are carried out as organizational 

commands. Basij members follow strict instructions with constant oversight ensuring the strength of the 

mobilization. There is no thinking – just direction and blind obedience. 

The assumption is that while members are hired to publish a tweet, they are in the service of a manager 

who gets paid more based on the number of tweets, likes, and retweets. For example, a girl who had 

changed her identity to a boy showed how long this person had been a harsh critic of those whom she 

now served.  



Basiji cyber activity published content very close to the fundamentalists on the radio and television on 

the eve of the most recent Iranian presidential election. After that, Hossein Ali Haji Deligani announced 

that firstly, monitoring of the content of cyberspace was entrusted to the Broadcasting Organization, 

and secondly, two thousand billion tomans of credit were allocated for the production of content in 

cyberspace.  

One of the main issues with Iranian state media outlets is credibility. No one outside Iran views the 

outlets as nothing more than state-sponsored propaganda. Therefore, most of the content is geared 

toward manipulating the perceptions of Iranian citizens. In addition, Iranian leadership believes that 

driving content via young members of Basij organizations ensures their lives are tied to social networks, 

and the content they post becomes ingrained in their thinking.  

Let's take COVID vaccines as a recent example. There is intense competition between paid and regular 

Twitter users to trend a hashtag. For instance, on the day when thousands of Iranians were tweeting the 

hashtag "buy a vaccine," valuable users coordinated the hashtag "make a vaccine." The following events 

showed they were preparing to issue a decree banning the import of the corona vaccine. 

In another case, after Fakhrizadeh's martyrdom, Mashreq News wrote that the hashtag Mohsen 

Fakhrizadeh was repeated 31,400 times, The phrase "Martyr Mohsen Fakhrizadeh" was used 3,518 

times, along with the hashtags "Hard Revenge" and "Martyr Qassem Soleimani." 

The noteworthy point is that all these expenses and the establishment of battalions are carried out. At 

the same time, huge budgets are spent annually by fundamentalist news agencies such as Fars and 

Tasnim and the Javan and Mehr Journalists' Club. These organizations shoulder part of the country's 

information burden. The results of the activities of 150,000 Basiji students and 1,000 other people who 

are not students drive regime messaging. The results show that fundamentalists on Twitter and 

Instagram faced an increase in people's favor in the past year. At the same time, the audience of their 

pages increased.  

 
The Fars Revolutionary Guard Cyberspace Organization held a nationwide gathering of Basij cyberspace 

activists across the province. To create an identity and deepen the morale of Basij cyberspace network 

members, they held simultaneous meetings in Shiraz and 36 cities in the province. To drive fear, the Fars 

organization stated that a full-scale virtual and media war was going on against the holy system of the 

Islamic Republic of Iran. Defensive actions against the enemy's cognitive and perceptual war must be 

undertaken, repelling and neutralizing enemy operations. We must act intelligently in offensive 

operations against the enemies of Islamic Iran. The role of Basij's conscious entry into the field of media 

literacy, organizing virtual space, and raising awareness on social networks is critical. Based on its 

inherent duty, the Fajr Army's virtual space organization is to carry out the program planning and 

implementation of the Basij virtual space activists' gathering program under the title "Yaran Montazer." 

https://www.instagram.com/montazer.12emam/ Basij's practical actions in cyber defense of the 

enemy/government should support the national information network. 

The National Information Network 
Steps to support the Iran-only internet: 

https://www.instagram.com/montazer.12emam/


1. The first step in cyber defense is to know the organization of this attack and the agents behind 

it, and in other words, to identify the enemy's front and its leaders. 

2. Counter their content with regime-positive information through content production across all 

available media. 

3. Deal decisively with those who pour harmful cultural goods into society and block their access to 

public opinion. All content is not aligned with the revolutionary ideals preventing any critical 

thinking. Filter all harmful content and replace it with content that makes the regime seem 

infallible. 

4. Give financial support to the young believers of the revolution who produce helpful content to 

fight against the enemy. 

5. Expand the National Information Network (the Iran-only internet), which it has invested in for 

nearly five years, but some people in the country do not want this network. In addition, the 

National Information Network can neutralize all negative content.  

6. Produce a vast database to support the National Information Network under the name of the 

Shabab network. 

7. Create or use Basij's national infrastructure and optimize it. 

8. Fund the development of internal messenger applications and software that we control. 

Enhance and expand the development of the national network and support for domestic software is 

done by the government, and we place content production in the hands of Basij. In that case, the 

appropriate defense response can be made. 

The National Information Network also consists of Dezhfa – the security functions of the 

National Information Network. 
Gisted ... 

Dezhfa is a set of systems that monitor threats, increase the ability to respond to cyber-attacks by the 

Rescue Management Center, and coordinate computer events operations that play a critical role in Iran's 

national cert (CERT.IR). The components of this system are: 

• National Telephony System 

• Native Explorer System 

• Native Samat System 

• Bina native system 

• Native Checkup System 

• Syman native Systems 

• Native System 

• Sina Public System ( PTAAS ) 

• Native Strain System ( IDS ) 

• Umbrella Safe System 

DETAILS ON EACH BELOW 



 

More on Dezhfa 

The Dezhfa Project (National Information Network Security Shield) is a project that, along with the 

development of technology, protects people's privacy and aims to combat cyber-attacks, support the 

continuation of digital services, prevent fraud, disseminate information, and detect malware. In addition, 

of course, the plan now includes the following three projects: Telephony System: Malware Detection and 

Collection Native Browser System: Scan suspicious files with anti-malware. 



 

Native Samat System: Deployment of distributed systems and defenses to detect and mitigate the impact 

of DDOS attacks. Bina native system: centralized batch collection and vulnerabilities in the country's IP 

space. Native Checkup System: SSL Certificate Security Assessment DNS Server and Internet 

Modem.Syman native system: Web system intrusion testing and simulation. Native System: Scanning the 

Information of the Total IP Space of the Country. Sina native system: Providing automated security 

assessment service on a web platform. Sadid native system: Intrusion detection in Siemens-based 

industrial networks. Secure Umbrella System: Provides DNS service by deleting records of bot networks 

 



کند و هدف  طرح دژفا )سپر امنیتی شبکه ملی اطالعات( طرحی است که همراه با توسعه فناوری از حریم شخصی افراد محافظت می 

دیجیتال، جلوگیری از کالهبرداری، نشر اطالعات و شناسایی بدافزارهاست.البته  آن مقابله با حمالت سایبری، حمایت از تداوم خدمات 

زیر پروژه است که شامل:سامانه تله افزار: شناسایی و جمع آوری بدافزارها. سامانه بومی کاوشگر:   ۱۰این طرح اکنون دربرگیرنده 

های مشکوک با ضد بدافزارپویش فایل  . 

کاراندازی توزیع شده برای تشخیص و کاهش اثر حمالتسامانه بومی سمات: مقابله با از  .DDOS  سامانه بومی بینا: جمع آوری

ها در فضایها و آسیب پذیری متمرکز بات  IP کشور. 

و مودم اینترنت.سامانه بومی سایمان: آموزش و شبیه سازی تست نفوذ   DNS سرور  SSL سامانه بومی چکاپ: سنجش امنیت گواهی

ی دانا: پویش اطالعات کل فضایسامانه وب.سامانه بوم  IP   کشور.سامانه بومی سینا: ارایه سرویس ارزیابی امنیتی خودکار بر بستر

 .وب

های صنعتی مبتنی بر زیمنس.سامانه چتر امن: ارایه سرویسسامانه بومی سدید: تشخیص نفوذ در شبکه   DNS  های  با حذف رکورد

های باتشبکه . 

 



GISTED 

What is a fortress or an "IT fortress"? 

On 29 May 1398 (Communications Day), Mohammad Javad Azari Jahromi unveiled a security project 

called " Dezhfa " at Milad Tower Hall. According to the young IT minister, the Dezhfa project to protect 

the country's information security and digital infrastructure will act as a "national information network 

security shield." The Dezhfa Project is a national information network security shield that, along with the 

development of technology, protects people's privacy and aims to combat cyberattacks, support the 

continuation of digital services, prevent fraud, disseminate information, and detect malware. 

He said that 20 billion tomans had been spent on "research" and 30 billion tomans on "operational" costs 

that will be allocated gradually. The Dezhfa Shield has ten sub-projects and seven ongoing projects. 

Engineer Azeri Jahromi also emphasized that "our defensive capability has been strengthened more than 

30 times". 

One of the ten projects mentioned above is a project called “malware traps” that has been unveiled and 

has been able to prevent malware such as malware. Capture Wannacry and Mirai, known as Ransomware, 

previously attacked the country's infrastructure. He also added that the Dezhfa Shield project had been 

one of the most significant security projects in the world in the last 15 years. 

The Dezhfa Shield is a set of systems under development to monitor the status of threats, increase the 

ability to respond to cyber-damage by the Rescue Management Center, and coordinate the country's 

computer events operations, which plays the role of Iran's national cert. 

The components of the Dezhfa system include: 

• National Telephony System 
• Native Explorer System 
• Native Samat System 
• Bina native system 
• Native Checkup System 
• Syman native system 
• Native Native System 
• Sina Public System (PTAAS) 
• Native Strain System (IDS) 
• Umbrella Safe System 

As mentioned earlier, in the Dezhfa project, the requirements are about five systems that are expected 

to be expanded to five services in the future. Below I will give a brief overview of these components or 

native systems. 

Telephony System 

The task of the system, also known as "National Malware Trap" or "Honeycomb Net," is to detect and 

collect malware. Around 5,000 nodes are installed nationwide, and all these nodes observe the country's 

space. It monitors and receives malware or malware that infiltrates the country's infrastructure at various 

locations and can display contaminations in the entire country's infrastructure with a very low error rate. 

Now the question is, what exactly is this project and what background does it have? In response, I should 

point out that the implementation of the " Dezhfa " system includes the "National Honey Net" (around 



9,000 nodes are installed nationwide, and all of these nodes are observing the country's space). But what 

is "Honey Net"? Let us first take a look at the concept of Honeypot and Honeynet. 

What is a Honeypot? 

Honeypot (or Honeycomb) is a simulated infiltration system used in computer networks to capture 

intruders and record their intrusion or collect malware sent by infected computers. Honeypot can be 

likened to a trap that server administrators often use to mislead hackers. When the hacker gets trapped 

in these traps, he thinks he is hacking the server, but the server administrators are hacking him. Using a 

honeypot can increase security on a computer network. Honeypots come together on different subnets, 

the Honey Net. 

But the Honeycomb Television Network, which aims to register computer system security vulnerabilities 

and attack types in the country, was defined as a national project in 2010 with around 2000 sensors that 

trap an average of 1,600 malware or malware per month. The Iranian Information Technology 

Organization is responsible for the Iran National Hani Project and the Iran Computer Event Management 

Center. It is ready to launch and deploy the Honeypot system and join the network. Honeynet has 

announced the country. 

The Honeynet Project was implemented in various government agencies, including the West Azerbaijan 

Tax Administration, in 2011. Fars Science and Technology Park joined the Iranian National Honey Network 

in January 2011. 

Honeynet Iran project specifications were posted on honeynet.ir before 2015, and for about five years, 

the site has unfortunately not been updated, and there has been no news of the latest state of progress 

of the project in recent years. 

The question here is that the HNI network, which has been installed and operated by many Iranian 

minimalist organizations and institutions for the past nine years and that, according to the skilled center, 

has around 2000 sensors, could not have run when it had Wannacry ransomware. Attacked internal 

networks to block? But, of course, this completely contradicts the assertion of Mr. Tasimi, the head of the 

skilled center. 

Another question is whether or not a skilled center wrote this honey pot? The answer is that Noah and 

Honeypot use a honeypot known as Dionaea, an open-source honeypot. 

Native System "Probe" 

Scanning suspicious files with anti-malware. The "Browser" system is a Malware Protection system that 

works to scan for suspicious files with Anti-Malware or Anti-Malware. 

But what is the native "explorer" system, and where did it come from? 

The native "raider" system, also referred to as "virus mining," is serviced online by the capable system and 

acts as an Anti-Virus and Anti-Malware infrastructure in the "Shield of Defiance." The Virus KAV system, 

seen in the Dezhfa Project, is a free service provided to all public and private organizations, businesses, 

and users. Finally, the Skilled Center site is serviced online. It is. 

The system has four anti-Virus systems installed, allowing the user to scan for infections and suspicious 

files on the system when connected. Although the Virus KAV System is not a new security service in the 



world and other countries are offering similar services domestically, it is essential because it is provided 

by a skilled and cost-effective Ministry of Communications Center. In addition, the antiviruses, hardware, 

and bandwidth were allotted and licensed to be made available for free for system security testing. 

It should be noted that the Virus KAV system was launched as a malware scanner by the Computer Event 

Relief and Operations Coordination Center. The virus detection system (multi-engine malware scanner) 

can detect suspicious files by having four antivirus upgrades and then upgrading to 30 antiviruses per day. 

This "antivirus mining" system works almost like a VirusTotal site but uses fewer antivirus engines. 

Note: The VirusTotal site, where you can upload your suspicious files, is scanned by various antiviruses 

worldwide and shows you the scan result. 

Using this system launched by a skilled IT center affiliate of Iran, the user can upload the relevant file to 

this system when they encounter a suspicious file on their internet or computer or receive an email with 

a suspicious attachment. Then, see the scan results of it with different antivirus. 

The security and confidentiality of uploaded files are considered, and antivirus software can be used 

offline. 

The virus mining system, which was previously available at scanner.certcc.ir (but for some reason is not 

currently open to the public), was commissioned by the Center for Applied Research at Amirkabir 

University of Technology. Is implemented. Skilled center specialists do not specifically write the antivirus 

mentioned above engines. Still, the KAV virus system only detects and detects suspicious files by referring 

to some of the antivirus files and is merely a GUI and reporting system. 

Native Samat System 

The Samat system is also a DDoS Mitigation system to counteract distributed deployments to detect and 

mitigate the effects of DDoS attacks on the Dezhfa Shield, which is being developed at one of the 

university's API centers and tests its laboratory level. And ready to be tested on more severe levels and 

for heavy traffic. It can help Internet operators (or FCPs) and digital businesses against DDoS attacks and 

has no other native instance. Still, it does have several external competitors that, along with these external 

competitors, can effectively serve users. Provide the National Information Network. 

Bina native system 

This system is responsible for the centralized collection of bots and vulnerabilities in the country's IP 

space. As you know, Botnet attacks have different types, including: 

1. Direct (or direct) attack: In this type of attack, a hacker can issue a series of zombie systems (computers 

on the network that have previously mastered them). 

2. Indirect (Centralized) or Centralized Attack: In this type of attack, the hacker uses a base system that 

interacts with the zombie systems instead of giving instructions directly to the zombies. In fact, in this 

attack, the base system, an FTP server, Skype, social networks, Mail servers, etc., receives the hacker 

commands and sends them to the zombies. The base system in this type of attack is called Common and 

Control, or C&C. C&C systems are the platforms for exchanging messages and commands from hackers 

and zombies. 

http://www.virustotal.com/
https://scanner.certcc.ir/
https://scanner.certcc.ir/


The other two types of Botnet attacks are P2P or Decentralized (third type) and Hybrid (fourth type) 

attacks. I will elaborate on these types of attacks later in more articles. But this system can only clean up 

episodes of the first type. 

Native Checkup System 

It also measures SSL Certificate Security for DNS servers and Internet modems. The Checkup system 

consists of three commonly used security services and is run by a professional hub. The system checks the 

5 points of the most vulnerable users and declares the user's status for free. The Expert Center also sets 

up the system, which tests the site's SSL certificate (site security certificate) and announces the result to 

the user. 

The system can also check the security of users' DNSs (Domain Names) and alert the user if they are 

suspected of being malware-prone or controlled by hackers. On the other hand, the third test that the 

"check" system performs is the modem security test of each user to report the vulnerability to the user 

using the IP modem. 

Native Syman System 

The task of this system is to train and simulate Web Penetration Testing. The system uses the Damn 

Vulnerable Web Application solution, or DVWA, a vulnerability-based web application, to help develop 

web developer skills and test various types of attacks, such as Brute Force and CSRF attacks and SQL 

Injection types. And it uses XSS and ... 

Native system "Dana." 

Scanning the entire country's IP data area. (More details have been avoided for now) 

Sina native system 

They were providing automated security assessment services on the web platform. The Sina system is a 

PTaaS or Penetration Testing Service system used to perform security intrusion testing on cloud or cloud-

based platforms. This system can be used for intrusion testing teams. The system, which provides cost 

reductions and increased credibility for access to tools for companies and intrusion testing teams in the 

country, has been developed at one of the country's academic ape centers. One of the problems that 

companies and groups of intrusion testing have in our country is that they do not have access to the tools, 

or if they do, they cannot get the correct data due to cost problems. But the Sinai system allows us to 

solve this problem centrally once. 

Native System "Sadid" or "Strain" 

Intrusion Detection in Siemens-based Industrial Networks. The security system is an IDS or Intrusion 

Detection System. Based on the Siemens brand, the "Sadid" or "Strike" system is designed to detect cyber 

intrusions or subversive operations on industrial control networks. In addition, it monitors and detects 

malicious and malware-based incidents that receive unauthorized and unusual commands from the PLC. 

It also issues necessary warnings to those in charge of the industrial complex, if needed. 

Note that earlier, the Minister of Communications on the success of the country in the production of the 

firewall system equipment (firewall) with the aim of self-sufficiency in the face of attacks by cyber said: " 

firewall native to a counter-offensive cyber on industrial control systems is now on all Siemens's industrial 

https://kaliboys.com/firewalls/


control systems have been installed in the country. "He said that this native system will soon be developed 

for other industrial control brands. Specifically, as the Stuxnet virus penetrated computers connected to 

industrial systems, the native firewall can be installed on industrial control and management networks 

and detect the issued commands. This native firewall has nothing to do with office automation networks 

and is merely an Industrial Firewall, not a Network Firewall. 

Does the "Sadid" or "Strain" system work in a firewall like a firewall? 

This system has two different working modes: Active and Passive. Firewall performance in this product 

refers to when the operating status is active. This product, of course, also can be disabled or passive IDS 

Firewalling. But under factory conditions, when the product is in active operation, it may unintentionally 

impose risks to that industry. Suddenly, for example, to prevent the PLC from ordering the production 

line. This creates risks for factories and industries. Of course, the probability of this is minimal, but usually, 

the same probability is not tolerated by industry managers. 

For this reason, the Passive mode is used in this system for industries and factories to use this product 

without alerting themselves. It monitors everything in industrial control systems, and if it finds malware-

based or malicious activity in the system, it does not directly do anything to remove the malware but 

instead alerts the product, line operator. 

At the same time, the system provides and maintains the correct data for industries and provides all kinds 

of reports and analyses at an instant or real-time speeds. "Intrusion Detection System or Industrial Control 

Networks" is an instantaneous and real-time system that is defined by a variety of alert features, including 

SMS and sirens, and so on. 

This, of course, is half the way to deal with a subversive event, and the other half requires that 

organizations and technology managers have the necessary awareness of the topic and follow it up 

quickly. 

Can the "Sidebar" or "Strain" system detect operations like the Stuxnet virus? 

Yes, it certainly can. Because it does not allow unconventional behavior in the production line's industrial 

control system layer, it can prevent all similar operations. The basis of this system is that it can detect and 

block abnormal behavior or anomalies in the system. In these conditions, viruses such as Stuxnet, which 

enter the industrial control networks by unorthodox methods and impose abnormal performance on the 

network, can be detected. 

Does this product apply only to Siemens brand industrial control systems? 

The characteristic of IDS and industrial firewalls is that it is brand dependent. Therefore, the "Intrusion 

Detection System in Industrial Control Networks" product has been developed for the Siemens brand but 

is planned to be invested in other brands this year. This requires the involvement of other relevant 

agencies, such as the Ministry of Oil and Power, in equipping the appropriate laboratories. Because the 

Ministry of Communications' resources provided the project's research resources, the laboratory did not 

have the resources to equip it, and it was requested that the Ministry of Energy of the Ministry of 

Petroleum be able to provide the necessary resources and equipment even safely to establish laboratories 

in university centers.  

Are most of the industrial control systems in the country currently operating on the Siemens brand? 



No, in different industries, this is different. But the system is currently being activated using Siemens 

communications ministry resources for the Siemens brand. But given the technical know-how of this 

system, if the equipment is available, it will move on to other brands in the next year (1399), and there 

will be technical know-how. 

Safe Umbrella System 

Provide DNS service by deleting records of bot networks. This "secure umbrella" system aims to provide 

users with a secure DNS. For now, the existing DNS can easily trap users in the "net" telephony networks 

that hackers worldwide are constantly promoting. But the system monitors the botnet and prevents users 

from falling into the net. Because in some cyber-attacks, the user gets infected with DNS, and if we give 

the user DNS securely, it causes the user not to be directed to the networks on which these botnets are 

active and to remove them and filter the user's DNS output. 

Are there any instances where various devices have been alerted to security devices in recent months, 

given these systems' applications and the vulnerability and cyber-pollution awareness? 

We estimate that over the past six months, we have conducted approximately three communications with 

various devices, including public and private organizations and companies, to inform them of the 

vulnerabilities we have observed on multiple devices. 

In line with the instructions of the Minister of Communication and Information Technology, we are 

developing specific guidelines for informing devices to classify security alarms at different levels in the 

country and to report vulnerabilities, contamination, and sensitive levels from the group of users to the 

highest levels of chiefs of staff. 

This system, known as the "Online Alert and Identification of Vulnerabilities" system, is another "fortress" 

system that detects cyber-pollution in the country and alerts in a state classified by specific protocols. 

 https://cybershafarat.com/2019/12/18/dezhfa-dejafa/ 

https://cybershafarat.com/2020/06/01/iran-digital-economy/  
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Appendix A  

Links to Basiji News 

 

Basij cyber exercise was held in Isfahan 

According to IRNA, 800 Basiji students participated in this exercise in the form of 9 battalions and three 

brigades, and their cyber capacity in the field of positive and content production in the form of writing, 

writing photos, producing news, making clips and other media products, as well as in the field of 

Negativity and dealing with hostile channels, rumors and doubts... 

 

Setting up about 3,500 cyber battalions in Basij/forming 42,000 jihadi groups 

The head of Basij Mustazafin organization announced the launch of 2,500 district-based cyber battalions 

and 982 city-based cyber battalions in Basij. According to Mehr, Sardar Gholamreza Soleimani, the head 

of Basij Mustazafin organization, said during his speech at the 6th Malik Ashtar Basij festival held this 

morning (Sunday) at Kausar Complex. 

 

Setting up 2,500 domain-oriented cyber battalions in Basij 

The head of the Basij Mustazafin organization said: Basijians have an active presence in cyberspace; So 

far, 982 city cyber battalions and 2,500 area-based cyber battalions have been launched. Mizan News 

Agency - According to press defense, Brigadier General Gholamreza Soleimani, the head of Basij 

Mustazafin organization, this morning (Sunday) at Malik Ashtar Basij festival, stated... 

 

Basiji student cyber battalion was launched in Qazvin province 

Group of Provinces - The head of Qazvin province's student mobilization organization said: The student 

mobilization cyber battalion was launched for the first time, and this battalion operates in 3 areas: 

fighting the enemy's soft war in the cyber space, developing revolutionary ideas, and promoting virtual 

education. - Provincial News - Mohammad Sarbaz in an interview with Tasnim reporter in Qazvin... 
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Cyber battalions of student mobilization were launched in Qazvin 

According to the Fars news agency from Qazvin, Mohammad Sarbaz, the head of Qazvin province 

student mobilization organization, while referring to the formation of Qazvini students' cyber battalion 

for the first time in the country, said: According to the statements and emphasis of the Supreme Leader 

of the Islamic Revolution regarding the importance of virtual space and according to the plans of The 

depth of the enemy in this field is Basij's cyber battalion... 

 

Cyber Battalions are launched by Qazvin Student Mobilization 

In an interview with Mehr reporter, Colonel Mohammad Sarbaz, referring to the formation of the 

students' cyber battalion for the first time in the country, stated: According to the statements and 

emphasis of the leader of the revolution regarding the importance of cyber space and considering the 

deep plans of the enemy in this area, the student cyber battalion Basij For the first time in the country 

to... 

 

The upper hand of the fundamentalists on the eve of the 1400 elections / from the budget of 2 

thousand billions of radio and television for the virtual space to the battalion of 150 thousand students 

Event 24 The fundamentalists believed that they lost the 2016 elections to cyberspace. Maybe this is 

why their attention to cyber space has increased in the last four years. Twitter gangs are now being 

talked about more clearly than in the past. Sometimes one of them who changes his account name from 

girl to boy... 

 

Cyber battalions neutralizing enemies' plans in cyber space/ 70 program titles will be held in Basij week 

The commander of the nomadic district of Aslandoz city said: Today, the enemies are trying to change 

the beliefs of the country's youth through cyberspace, and in this regard, Basij has launched cyber 
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battalions to thwart the evil plans of the enemies. According to the report of Rahdana information 

network; According to Sablanma, Hossein Hosseinzadeh in the meeting... 

 

Sardar Yazdi: We vaccinate the activities of 144 cyber battalions in Tehran/Jowanan against lies and 

doubts 

Sardar Mohammad Reza Yazdi, the commander of Hazrat Muhammad Rasoolullah (PBUH) Corps in 

Tehran, announced the activity of the 144th Cyber Battalion in Tehran at a press conference. According 

to ISNA, Sardar Yazdi, in response to a question about the activities of this collection in the virtual space, 

especially during the Corona period, stated: Since the beginning of the Corona outbreak, in various 

meetings... 

 

Details of the activities of the 144th Cyber Battalion in the Tehran Army 

According to Hamshahri Online, quoted by Isna, Sardar Mohammad Reza Yazdi, the commander of 

Hazrat Muhammad Rasulullah (PBUH) Corps in Greater Tehran on Tuesday morning, gave explanations 

about the programs of this group on the occasion of Basij Week and serving the general public, 

especially the different classes. The deprived and the needy, people who have problems these days... 

 

The activity of the 144th Cyber Battalion in the Tehran Army 

Khordad: Commander of Hazrat Mohammad Rasoolullah (PBUH) Corps, emphasizing that we are trying 

to do something by being in the cyberspace to confront those who want to deceive our youth, said: 

Cyber Brigade of Tehran Corps consists of 144 cyber battalions in Virtual space to carry out educational 

work, including in the field of... 

 

The cyber division of the Tehran army with 144 battalions in cyber space 

ISNA news agency: Sardar Mohammad Reza Yazdi, the commander of Hazrat Mohammad Rasulullah 

(PBUH) Corps of Tehran, gave an explanation on Tuesday morning at a press conference about the 

programs of this group on the occasion of Mobilization Week and serving the general public, especially 

the disadvantaged and the needy, people who are in These days they faced health and medical 

problems and... 
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Basij's virtual space is presented with a hopeful and purposeful atmosphere / the existence of 50 cyber 

battalions in Kerman province 

Bagheri also pointed to the unique capacity of virtual space and said: Basij's virtual space is presented 

with a hopeful and purposeful atmosphere. According to the report of Rahdana information 

network; According to Rahe Arman, Hossein Bagheri, the head of Basij's virtual space in Kerman 

province, met with the Director General of Culture and... 

 

A gathering of 3,000 cyber battalions of Basij Khorasan Razavi 

A gathering of 3,000 people of Basij Khorasan Razavi cyber battalions was held today with the presence 

of the representative of Wali Faqih in Khorasan Razavi and the deputy commander of the Imam Reza 

Corps. According to the report of Rahdana information network; According to Sobh Tus, a gathering of 

3,000 students and activists of Basij Khorasan Razavi's virtual space, today with the presence of a 

representative of Wali... 

 

Cyber battalions of Basij Jalodar are countering the psychological operations of the enemy 

Brigadier General Yaqoub Ali Nazari added on Tuesday at the Basij Khorasan Razavi cyber space activists 

meeting: Enemies and opponents of the Islamic Revolution use cyber space to achieve their goals and 

want to take over the field of action with psychological operations and virtual pressure. He stated that 

the enemies with different methods and... 

 

Training of forces that dominate the field of virtual space; From the women's community mobilization 

programs 

Stating that one of the main programs of the Women's Community Mobilization Organization is the 

training of forces that dominate the media and virtual space, the director of the virtual space of the 

Women's Community Mobilization Organization said: "The performance of the women's community 
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mobilization virtual space shows that the women of the Basij are completely aware of the importance of 

this front and the new campaign. They know and know that today the war front... 

 

Forming a cyber battalion in Zanjan 

Isna/Zanjan, the commander of the Zanjan city army said: Cyber battalions are formed to have a positive 

presence in cyberspace. Colonel Ali Sahandi stated at a press conference on the occasion of the 

beginning of Basij Week at noon today: Basij Week programs will be implemented from November 30th 

to December 6th of this year, and the 40th anniversary of the Islamic Revolution is the focus of Basij 

Week programs. Because the week... 

 

Implementation of 9700 special program/formation of cyber battalions in Mazandaran 

According to Mehr reporter, in a meeting with reporters on Tuesday morning, Colonel Mohammad 

Rezaei stated that Basij is the biggest component of the power of the Islamic system and stated: We 

need power and if there is no power, the system will collapse. He Babian clarified that the mobilization 

is the fruit of the revolution tree: to prove... 

 

Forming 2 cyber battalions in the Andimeshk Corps/holding more than 200 programs per Basij week 

Colonel Karimpour said that the tools of science and knowledge are very necessary to deal with the soft 

war front, and announced the formation of 2 cyber battalions in the Andimeshk Corps to deal with 

cyberspace attacks from the enemy. According to Shabestan news agency reporter from Andimshek, 

"Colonel Ehsan Karimpour" today (Thursday, November 23) in... 

 

Basij's cyber battalions work to counter the attack of enemies in cyber space 

Sardar Habib Shahsawari added on Wednesday in the meeting of the Council of Public Culture of West 

Azerbaijan: The members of these battalions have faced the enemies in the complex war of cyber space 

and they have significant activity and have left many wounds in the hearts of the enemies of the holy 
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system of the Islamic Republic. Emphasizing the impact of IRGC's activities in cyber space, he said: Cyber 

space is a blade... 

 

The phenomenon of Arbaeen is a phenomenon of modern Islamic civilization/Cyber battalions and 

service teams should be formed in the bases 

The head of the Basij Mustazafin organization said: The formation of cyber battalions and service teams 

should be defined among the core programs of the bases. According to the report of Rahdana 

information network; According to Urum News, Sardar Soleimani stated at the gathering ceremony of 

the Basijians in Tharullah base of Urmia: The concerns and demands of the Basijians in the direction of 

raising the Basij in the second step of the Islamic revolution are... 

 

Sardar Naqdi at the ceremony of Basij cyber battalions: Lies and insults are prohibited in this field 

Khordad; "Lies and insults are prohibited in this field (cyber activities) and you should know that if you 

do something immoral, God will not come to your aid. Therefore, I advise you to follow Sharia and know 

that God will test you in this field. "Deputy coordinator of the IRGC saying that today everything... 

 

Head of Basij organization: The increase of cyber battalion will make the voice of the revolution reach 

the world 

According to Mehr, General Gholamreza Soleimani, on Wednesday afternoon, at the closing ceremony 

of the first empowerment course for cyber battalion commanders of the country's cyberspace 

organization, which was attended by Moslem Moin, the head of Basij's cyberspace base, and other 

military and country leaders in the meeting hall of Seyyed al-Shohada (AS) Abali camp. It was held during 

speeches pointing out that the power... 

 

The nationalization of cyberspace is more important than the nationalization of the oil industry/Basij's 

cyber battalions are the front line of the battle between the oppressed and the arrogant in the world. 

The deputy coordinator of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps said: "More shameful than oil 

dependence on the enemy is that the management of virtual space and the Internet platform is in the 
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hands of a foreigner." One day, our people must rise up and, like the nationalization of the oil industry, 

bring the virtual space to national independence. According to information network... 

 

Pictures/ The conclusion of the empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion commanders 

The closing ceremony of the first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion commanders was held 

in the presence of Sardar Soleimani, the head of Basij Mustazafin organization. According to the 

multimedia service of Rahdana Information Network; Moslem Moin, the head of the Basij cyberspace 

organization, at the closing ceremony of the first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion 

commanders, while welcoming the audience and... 

 

Basij is the flag bearer of the movement of nationalization of cyber space/ The authorities should fulfill 

their revolutionary duty in completing the clarifications of cyber space activists in the recent seditions. 

The official of the Basij cyber space organization, at the conclusion of the Basij cyber battalion 

commanders' course, referring to the role of Basij in the nationalization of cyber space, said: the officials 

should fulfill their revolutionary duty in completing the enlightenment of the cyber space activists in the 

recent seditions. According to the reporter of Rahdana Information Network; Moslem Moin, head of the 

organization... 

 

The beginning of the closing ceremony of the first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion 

commanders 

The closing ceremony of the first empowerment course of Basij cyber battalion commanders began with 

the presence of hundreds of commanders of these battalions. According to the reporter of Rahdana 

Information Network; The closing ceremony of the first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion 

commanders began with the presence of hundreds of commanders of these battalions. ... 

 

Basij program to form 1,000 cyber battalions with 80,000 active forces 
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According to "Parsineh" report, citing Basij news agency, the first empowerment course of Basij cyber 

battalion commanders began with the presence of more than 350 commanders of these battalions. This 

three-day course, which started this morning at the Abali camp in Tehran, will continue until Thursday, 

September 28. In this empowerment course, Mehdi Fadaeli, Rajabi Devani,... 

 

Pictures/The first empowerment course for Basij cyber commanders 

The first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion commanders was held this morning in Abali 

camp with the presence of hundreds of people. According to the multimedia service of Rahdana 

Information Network; The first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion commanders began with 

the presence of hundreds of commanders of these battalions. This three-day course that... 

 

The balance of power in the virtual space is changing/ the Ma'and stream no longer has full power in 

this area 

The official of the Basij virtual space organization said: "During the past year, we have seen that the 

balance is being changed and disrupted to an acceptable extent, and the power is no longer fully in the 

hands of the Ma'and movement." According to the reporter of Rahdana Information Network; The first 

empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion commanders... 

 

The first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion commanders has started 

The first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion commanders was held this morning in the Abali 

camp with the presence of more than 350 people. According to the report of Rahdana information 

network; The first empowerment course for Basij cyber battalion commanders began with the presence 

of more than 350 commanders of these battalions. This three-day course... 

 

The first empowerment course for the commanders of the revolution cyber battalions of Basij Mustafain 

organization 
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The first training course for commanders of cyber battalions of the Islamic Revolution Cyber Popular 

Network will be held with the presence of commanders from all over the country. According to Rah 

Dana information network, the first training course for the commanders of cyber battalions of the Cyber 

People's Network of the Islamic Revolution will be held with the presence of commanders from all over 

the country. This course focuses on the Islamic revolution and the requirements... 

 

Basij commander: 1000 cyber battalions were organized in the country 

 Referring to the enemy's cyber threats, the head of Basij Mustazafin organization announced the 

organization of 1000 cyber brigades in the country with the presence of revolutionary forces. In an 

interview with IRNA on Saturday, Gholamreza Soleimani answered the question, what is Basij's plan 

against the enemy's cyber threats? He said: The presence of a revolutionary force in the space... 

 

Mustazafin1000 cyber battalions were organized in the country 

In an interview with IRNA on Saturday, Gholamreza Soleimani answered the question, what is Basij's 

plan against the enemy's cyber threats? He said: The presence of the revolutionary force in the virtual 

space has become better than in the past, and Basij has been able to organize motivated and active 

young people with expertise in... 

 

Basij Commander: We organized 1000 cyber battalions in the country 

Gholamreza Soleimani, head of Basij Mustazafin organization, in response to the question, what is Basij's 

plan against the enemy's cyber threats? He said: "The presence of the revolutionary force in cyberspace 

has improved compared to the past, and Basij has been able to organize motivated and energetic youth 

with expertise in cyberspace... 

 

1000 cyber battalions were organized in the country 
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In an interview with IRNA on Saturday, Gholamreza Soleimani answered the question, "What is Basij's 

plan against the enemy's cyber threats?" He said: The presence of the revolutionary force in the virtual 

space has become better than in the past, and Basij has been able to organize motivated and active 

young people with expertise in the field of space... 

 

The importance of cyber battalions is very high 

The commander of Ansar al-Hussein (PBUH) of Hamedan province stated that one of the events that 

happened in the Basij organization was the discussion of launching cyber battalions and added: Today, 

before we go to defense and security battalions, we should use cyber battalions and the importance of 

Cyber battalions are very high. ... 

 

Training, planning, and effort will improve capabilities in the cyber space 

According to IKNA report from Hamedan, Sardar Mazher Majidi, the commander of Ansar al-Hussein 

(PBUH) Corps of Hamedan province, today, 3rd of Shahrivar, during the opening ceremony of the 

workshop on empowering the production of content of the popular network of the Revolution in the 

virtual space in Hamedan, stating that the Corps is based on the threats of the day and its structure. He 

continued: In the first two decades of the revolution, what... 

 

Basij is the flagship of the mainstream and revolution in the cyberspace/the domain of the cyber 

revolution is very wide/we need to frame for the Islamic revolution 

The opening of the first national empowerment course for the content production groups of the Islamic 

Revolution Cyber People's Network of Basij Mustazfin organization was held in Hamedan with the 

presence of provincial and national officials. According to the report of Rah Dana information network, 

quoted by Asr Hamadan; This morning, the opening of the first national empowerment course for 

content production groups of popular cyber networks... 

 

https://khabarban.com/a/25008922
https://khabarban.com/a/24887005
https://khabarban.com/a/24884985
https://khabarban.com/a/24884985
https://khabarban.com/a/25008922
https://khabarban.com/a/24887005
https://khabarban.com/a/24884985
https://khabarban.com/a/24882783


The need to create cyber battalions with content to deal with the enemy 

Commander of Ansar al-Hussein (PBUH) of Hamedan province said: Today we need to create a cyber 

battalion with a new content and structure to deal with the enemy and we must fulfill our duty and 

mission with the cyber space battalion. According to Isna, Sardar Mazher Majidi on Sunday morning, 

September 3rd, during the opening ceremony of the workshop on empowering the content production 

of the popular network of the revolution in the virtual space... 

 

The activity of Basij cyber battalions in the field of soft threats 

Hojjat-ul-Islam-wal-Muslimeen Mohammadreza Tawisarkani, the representative of the religious jurist in 

Basij Mustafehin organization, in an interview with Iqna from Gilan, considered the actions of Imam 

Khomeini (RA) to be based on his heavenly vision and stated: Imam was a politician who made his 

decisions based on the divine book. He considered the formation of Basij as originating from a divine 

and heavenly thought to... 

IRGC and MOIS Controlled Telegram Sites 

🌧- CYBER_IRGC (https://t.me/CYBER_IRGC) 
𖢖 Cyber Corps 

    - cyber_ansar (https://t.me/cyber_ansar) 
𖢖 apocalyptic events 

 - alavion313 (https://t.me/alavion313) 
𖢖 IRGC information 

🌧- Vezarat_313 (https://t.me/Vezarat_313) 
𖢖 military information 

    - MILITARYINFO (https://t.me/MILITARYINFO) 
𖢖 IRGC news 

 - irgc_sepahi (https://t.me/irgc_sepahi) 
𖢖 with guardianship until martyrdom 

🌧- razechafieh (http://t.me/joinchat/R2dwRLxLHdqt80qa) 
Step by step to God 

    - SAJADEEH (http://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAE7MyqSMeGs3HrkAiQ) 
𖢖 Wonders of the Emergence Era 

 - ZIAFAT_ZOHOORR (http://t.me/joinchat/U8qv9w6ngUqSYEwZ) 
𖢖 The nation is awake 

🌧-mellat_bidari (https://t.me/mellat_bidari) 
𖢖 Let's read Nahj al-Balagha! 

    - nahjol_balagheh (https://t.me/nahjol_balagheh) 
𖢖 I miss Imam Reza's shrine 

 - janane_hosein (https://t.me/janane_hosein) 
𖢖 Night prayer of singers 

🌧- namazshabkhanha (https://t.me/namazshabkhanha) 

https://khabarban.com/a/24882783
https://khabarban.com/a/22566505
https://khabarban.com/a/22566505


𖢖 Storyteller 🅗🅓Imam Hasan Askari 

    - MAJNONE_ROGHAYEH315 (https://t.me/MAJNONE_ROGHAYEH315) 
𖢖 preparation for emergence 

 - imam_zaman (https://t.me/imam_zaman) 
𖢖 heavenly wives 

🌧- Hamsaran_Beheshti (https://t.me/Hamsaran_Beheshti) 
𖢖 religious poems 

    - Shah_najaf_ali (https://t.me/Shah_najaf_ali) 
𖢖 the beat of the shrine 

 - Mahewd (https://t.me/mahewd) 
𖢖 Manteza youth tent 

🌧- BIBIZEYNABS (http://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAEY-lAqVibmtOl-gTw) 
𖢖 soul travel 

    - ayna_sahebonaa (https://t.me/ayna_sahebonaa) 
𖢖 Hijab Zahrai girls 

 - ferestehzahazih (http://t.me/ferestehzahazih) 
𖢖 Majnoon Al-Hossein A 

🌧- MAJNOONHOOSEIN (http://t.me/joinchat/Rctwg9J2kLgWraFC) 
𖢖 Turkish religious poems 

    - KhademineHosein (https://t.me/KhademineHosein) 
𖢖 Awakening of the Afghan nation 

 - kabul_news (https://t.me/kabul_news) 
𖢖 Legendary edit 

🌧- hamidr_313 (https://t.me/hamidr_313) 
𖢖 Lovers of province and leadership 

    - shahidbeyzaei (https://t.me/shahidbeyzaei) 
𖢖 Unknown soldiers 

 - yahasannn (https://t.me/yahasannn) 
𖢖 Shahid Babak Nouri 

🌧- shahidbabaknorii (https://t.me/shahidbabaknorii) 
𖢖 Tafsir of the Quran verse by verse 

    - kanalesamtekhoda (https://t.me/kanalesamtekhoda) 
𖢖 Lover of Allah 

 - MOHEBAN_ALO_ALLH (https://t.me/MOHEBAN_ALO_ALLH) 
𖢖 Story of Karbala 

🌧- afsaran_emam_hossein (https://t.me/afsaran_emam_hossein) 
𖢖 gathering of veiled girls 

    - azjensdokhtaronh (https://t.me/azjensdokhtaronh) 
𖢖 community of soldiers of the leader 

 - sarbazan_asmani (https://t.me/sarbazan_asmani) 
𖢖 in memory of Haj Qasim 

🌧- sepah_IRGC (https://t.me/sepah_IRGC) 
𖢖 Dear Imam Askari (AS) 

    - AKHLAGH_ELAHI (https://t.me/AKHLAGH_ELAHI) 
𖢖 source of the most recent eulogies 



 - rohollah_rahimian_ir (https://t.me/rohollah_rahimian_ir) 
𖢖 Life with Imam Zaman 

🌧- EmamZaman (https://t.me/EmamZaman) 
𖢖 Instagram religious story 

    - DeSiGnAsHeGaNhMaHdI (https://t.me/DeSiGnAsHeGaNhMaHdI) 
𖢖 Influential words of professors 

 - bidary1 (https://t.me/bidary1) 
𖢖 Lovers of Imam Hossein 

🌧- aseganemamhoseyn (https://t.me/aseganemamhoseyn) 
𖢖 pure apocalyptic clips 

    - emamgharib (https://t.me/emamgharib) 
𖢖 graphic story of the shrine 

 - hvy_hram (http://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAEizlv2fDZ1JCuj75Q) 
Political, economic, cultural 

🌧- iraq_aqlim (https://t.me/iraq_aqlim) 
𖢖 Panah Dolmi Hossein 

    - PANAHE_DELAMM (https://t.me/PANAHE_DELAMM) 
𖢖 traditional Islamic clinic 

 - tebeAema (http://telegram.me/joinchat/CY4kcT0FI219gKBg9RM37A) 
𖢖 resistance front 

🌧- anti_takhrib (https://t.me/anti_takhrib) 
𖢖 religious profile 

    - Mazhabichanal (https://t.me/mazhabichanal) 

𖢖 Yaran Mantazer Mahdi《AJ》 

 -yamahdi2430 (http://t.me/joinchat/UkU4LNb1D-ox1sVd) 
𖢖 signs and events of the apocalypse 

🌧- raefipoor_Mahdaviat (https://t.me/raefipoor_Mahdaviat) 
𖢖 Eye of Barzakhi of elders 
Sooyehkhoda (http://t.me/joinchat/XIQkvZi9U0w4OTA0) 
𖢖 We are anti-Islamic Americans 

 - americanislam (https://t.me/americanislam) 
Yaran Mantazer intra-religious group 
https://telegram.me/joinchat/B9nSakCDzrjs_v39snsD6Q 

             Mahdism and false claimants, the heretical sect, Baha'ism, proving the authority of the jurist 
and intra-religious debates 

    Al-Ihtjaj channel 
@alehtejaj 

          PDF channel 
@monazerat_3 

      Questions channel 
@soalatyama 

 

NaslezohorSch Telegram Command and Control for Twitter  

    Brief pamphlet 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/12) 



    Solving the problem of sending SMS 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/13) 

    Questions and answers about following/unfollowing 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/14) 

    Questions and answers about following/unfollowing 2 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/63) 

    Removal of restrictions and suspension on Twitter 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/15) 

    Shadouban - the first part 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/16) 

    Timed tweet 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/24?single) 

    Shadouban - the second part 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/27) 

    How to write safely? (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/29) 

    overlap 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/30) 

    Robot test 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/32) 

    Shadouban - the third part 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/42) 

    Twitter tricks 1 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/55?single) 

    Twitter terms 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/57) 

    Twitter tricks 2 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/61?single) 

    Twitter unfollow app 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/68?single) 

    Restore Twitter account 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/71) 

    Getting to know the list on Twitter 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/82?single) 

    How to make a list 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/83?single) 

    How to edit a scheduled tweet 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/125?single) 

    Turn on notification 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/146?single) 

    How to change the number on Twitter 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/151?single) 

    Android version of Twitter for Android 4 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/213) 

    Android version of Twitter for Android 8 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/214) 

    How to update Twitter Android 8 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/221?single) 

    How to register on Twitter - the first part (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/230?single) 

    How to register on Twitter - the second part 

https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/14


 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/245?single) 

    How to change Twitter account ID 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/253?single) 

    How to register an email on a Twitter account 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/261?single) 

    How to change the country inside Twitter 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/269?single) 

    How to tweet 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/280?single) 

    Twitter terms 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/281) 

    How to avoid being suspended? (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/406) 

    Changing the password of a locked account 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/580) 

    How to use the web version of Twitter on mobile 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/709?single) 

    Twitter terms 2 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1179) 

    Learning how to recognize a fake account on Twitter 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1190) 

    The standards of a good content according to the Holy Quran 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1215) 

    What is Twitter trending? (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1219) 

    Twitter trending 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1220) 

    Complete tutorial on creating an account on Twitter 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1251) 

    How to recognize happiness or not 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1265) 

    How to analyze your tweets 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1287) 
Reasons to be happy 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1337) 

    Preventing becoming cheerful (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1346) 

    Preventing becoming cheerful 2 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1353) 

    preventing happiness 3 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1359) 

    Preventing becoming cheerful 4 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1366) 

    How to get out of happiness 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1393) 

    How to report a hashtag 

 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1394)    list of dangerous words on Twitter 
(https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1419) 
English high-risk vocabulary on Twitter (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1421) 
 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1421) 
How to write safely? (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1430) 
How to write safely? 2 (https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1442) 

https://t.me/NaslezohorSch/1442


 

Regime Defined High-Risk Wording on Twitter 
• Soleimani 

• Hamas 
o (or its members) 

• Hezbollah 
o (or its members) 

• Revolutionary guard 
o (or its members) 

• destroy Israel 

• death to Israel 

• death to America 

• down with Israel 

• death to ... 

• avenge 

• revenge 

• bombing Israel 

• anything that suggests destroying 
Israel/killing Israelis/... 

• Jihad 
 

Understanding Twitter Trends 
#Trending_Twitter 
In fact, it is better to interpret Twitter 
trends in this way: Twitter informs the 
people of the world about a topic or 
discussion that has gained a 
momentary or sudden upward trend. 

 Usually, among Twitter users in 
specific and different time frames, 
there is talk of topics that suddenly 
spread. 
Influential factors in Twitter trends: 
The number of users in the scene; The more users who talk about a topic and tweet it, the more it 
affects its trending. 

  number of hashtags; Repeating a topic with hashtags is another effective factor in Twitter 
trends. 

  number of tweets; For a topic to become a trend, the number of tweets posted per day must 
be on an upward or increasing trend. 

 Also, things like retweet, clicking on a hashtag or the number of likes will also affect the 
trending of a topic 

 Participating famous and well-known people as well as influencers also affects the trending of 
a topic. 

 

Figure 10 Understanding Twitter Trends - Media Education Unit 
of Masaf Institute, MUSAF INSTITUTE 



The concept of trending has played a prominent role in social networks and affects various factors. 

One of the most visited social networks is Twitter, where the topic of trending is very prominent. 

Every moment, thousands of tweets are posted and displayed in the virtual space of Twitter. 

People who are members of Twitter from all over the world are somehow connected with the 

events and important issues of the world. On Twitter we receive countless news and information. 

This information is discussed between different users in real time. 

The number of posts for a topic to become trending should be the number of tweets that are 

posted per day, with an upward trend. Also, things like retweets, clicking on a hashtag, or the 

number of likes will also affect the trending of a topic. People's participation Famous and well-

known as well as influencers also have an effect on the trending rate of a topic. 

Usually, among Twitter users in specific and different time periods, there is talk of topics that have 

suddenly become popular. Now, these issues can be economic or social, political, cultural, etc. Any 

topic or event that is widespread and discussed in a certain time frame has become a trend in 

some way. 

Influential factors in Twitter trends, the number of users in the scene; The more users who talk 

about a topic and tweet it, the more it affects its trending. The number of hashtags; Repeating a 

topic with hashtags is another effective factor in Twitter trends. 

Media Education Unit of Masaf Institute, MASAF INSTITUTE 
Masaf Institute was opened in 2009 by Ali Akbar Raefipour. Masaf stands for "Fight against Zionism, 

Humanism and Freemasonry". 

Masaf Institute has units such as: Mahdavit Unit, Architecture and Urban Planning Unit, Political and 

Enmology Unit, Food Security Unit, Music Unit, Economics Unit, Religions and Differences Unit, Media 

Education Unit, Masaf Channel, Health Unit, International Unit and Family Unit . Telegram channels have 

been introduced for some of them and a limited number of these channels are updated. 

In the introduction of this institution in Wikipedia, it is written that this institution is basically and indirectly 

the arm of a "special institution" that advances a special line and connection by covering cultural-

ideological work. 

The Masaf website has introduced itself as follows: The Masaf Iranian cultural and artistic research 

institute is one of the most important bases of Mahdism and antagonism in the country. 

Masaf website link: https://masaf.ir/ 

The page dedicated to enmity studies the internal contradictions of the regime and the subject of Zionism. 

On the Masaf site, the unit of Enmity Studies (Najva) has introduced the correct analysis of the political 

events of the day, but this site http://najva.net is displayed as follows. 

Ali Akbar Raefipour 
Ali Akbar Raefipour criticized the IRGC-affiliated Siraj Organization because the hashtag trended by Musaf 

Institute on Twitter was factored in the name of Siraj Organization. But what about organizational 

hashtags on Twitter? Are these trends really effective? 



To answer these questions, it is first necessary to know how a hashtag becomes a trend on Twitter. For a 

hashtag to become a trend, the number of tweets and retweets is important, and the higher the number, 

the higher the trend of the hashtag. Therefore, if someone wants to trend a hashtag on Twitter, he must 

increase the number of tweets and retweets, and this is where organizational activity becomes important 

to trend a hashtag. 

Therefore, to trend a hashtag in the Persian Twitter space, it is enough for the number of tweets and 

retweets of a hashtag to exceed a certain amount, and this is only with the participation of several 

hundred accounts - who continuously tweet a hashtag or retweet tweets containing a hashtag. Do - it will 

be realized. 

For example, if 200 accounts send 10 tweets each with a specific hashtag and retweet another 100 tweets 

containing that hashtag, that hashtag will simply be tweeted and retweeted 22,000 times and can become 

a trend in the Persian Twitter space. But is this kind of trending useful? 

The fact is that organized trend setting as stated is not very useful and even if the governing institutions 

pay money for these trend setting, it will not achieve anything for them and they have wasted the nation's 

capital. Because these types of fake trending hashtags stay completely in a closed and limited circle and 

do not appear in other users' Twitter timelines, and as a result, they basically do not leave an impact on 

public opinion. Outside of Iran, some subversive groups are making this trend, which has no effect on the 

audience. 

The thing that can be clearly seen in these organizational hashtags is the number of likes of tweets 

containing these hashtags. On Twitter, usually the number of likes for a tweet is several times higher than 

the number of retweets. But the organized forces on Twitter, in order to trend their desired hashtag, 

disturb this ratio and retweet tweets containing their hashtag in a coordinated and organized manner, 

while the number of likes does not increase much, which also shows that basically These tweets have not 

been seen and liked by different people. 

One of the ways to identify fake trends is to analyze the ratio of likes to retweets in tweets containing a 

specific hashtag. For example, if we check the tweets containing a trending hashtag and find that the 

number of retweets is more than the number of likes, or the number of likes is not much more than the 

number of retweets, we can say that the hashtag has been fake and organized. Meanwhile, if that hashtag 

is trending normally, the number of likes is at least 5, 6 times more than the number of retweets. 

Organizational hashtags can be identified based on these differences. 

With the same method, many organizational hashtags can be identified. The author has studied many of 

these hashtags from 1997 to 1400. It seems that at least since 1997, we have witnessed the trending of 

organizational hashtags in the Twitter space, which did not have any benefit or effect on the audience and 

probably only benefited the organization that trended it. For example, on the same day last year, a 

hashtag named "The Saga of Lanjaniha" trended on Persian Twitter, which is unlikely to have been seen 

by a normal Twitter user. Another example is the hashtag "Find Jazmorians"; Hashtag which became the 

first trend of Persian Twitter on 3rd of Bahman last year, but its tweets mostly got less than 100 likes and 

the ratio of likes and retweets is almost equal, and this is the experience of every normal user on Twitter 

that if a hashtag is really If it becomes a trend, the tweets that have used that hashtag will logically get 

many times more likes. 



These hashtags were not only limited to these topics; Many of them were against the government of the 

time or in defense of the actions of some military institutions, which we were in cooperation with some 

institutions affiliated with these institutions, and examples of the cooperation of the Mosaf institution 

with the Siraj organization also took place in this context. In this type of hashtags, prominent users of each 

round of the group have participated. For example, the hashtags "Farar Pahlavi", "Missile Barrage", 

"Missile Farm" and "The Bitter Experience of the JCPOA" were all among the top 10 trends on the Persian 

Twitter on the 26th of January of last year, and the analysis of their data shows that all the characteristics 

of a It has a fake trend. 

In the tweets containing these hashtags, if we leave aside the prominent users who used those hashtags, 

we see that the number of likes is not much higher than the number of retweets, and on average, the 

ratio of likes to retweets of tweets containing this hashtag is less than 3. Pictures 1, 2 and 3 clearly show 

this importance. 

Regardless of the judgment and evaluation that can be made about the content of these hashtags and 

tweets, it must be said that this type of trending does not have much effect on public opinion and Twitter 

users, and its only benefit is that some groups and organizations take projects and benefit from it. be. 

The important thing is that with the change of government and the presence of revolutionary forces and 

groups critical of the Rouhani government in government positions, the intensity of these hashtags has 

decreased a little and with the increase of differences between these forces, we are now witnessing their 

exposure against each other; Not long ago, one of the revolutionary users named "Hossein Sarmi" who 

himself participated in these trends, wrote a series of tweets about the projects that are being taken, and 

categorized the revolutionary users into four groups and wrote: "We have 4 types in virtual We have a 

user. organizational, project, supportive and independent; 1- Organizational: In my opinion, these are 

those who are working in organizations as employees, that is, permanent employees of Siraj, Basij, Musaf, 

Jangal, etc., according to what I heard, they are paid monthly, not project-wise. 2- Project: In my opinion, 

the characteristic is that they directly pay a user to post something. (Something like an advertisement or 

report) I saw this from 100 thousand tomans to several hundred million. 3- Supportive: I think this is more 

related to public relations. 4- Independents". 

Although this user later deleted this thread of his tweet, he uncovered the important fact that it is 

receiving monthly money and a project for cyber activity, including hashtagging for Sardar Soleimani and 

Shahid Hajji; An issue that was revealed not only in Rafipour's recent tweet, but also in the tweet of 

Mohammad Saleh Miftah, a relative of Mohammad Baqer Qalibaf: "When I heard that a series was found 

and after the martyrdom of Shahid Hajjaji, they invoiced the hashtag #Shaheed_Hajjaji and took money 

for it. No more hashtag fights were strange to me." It is not clear whether the Siraj Organization and the 

Musaf Institute, as two institutions that have a strong presence in this type of activities, pay monthly 

salaries to the forces under their command or take projects from different institutions and pay their forces 

accordingly. But what has been determined is that those who work on a project basis, not only on issues 

related to governance, they also work on more detailed issues and are paid for them. While these costs 

are not very useful for fake trends and if these hashtags are not taken to the real space of Twitter, they 

will not attract the attention of normal and public Twitter audiences. 

  



Iranian Intelligence Instructions to Basiji Cyber Battalion Members 

How Write Safely on Twitter (How to Manipulate Twitter Bots Preventing Suspension) 
 

 

How to write "safe ." To keep our account safe !? 

Twitter is a virtual platform that is used to communicate and create healthy and entertaining conversations on a 

global level has been created. Writing and creating content on Twitter requires its own rules;  

In other words, Twitter is enemy territory.  Therefore, it is quite clear that in order to be present and work in such 

an environment, one should be familiar with and aligned with those rules and produce and publish content 

accordingly 

Considering the activities of revolutionary groups on Twitter, all of which have a religious/ideological tendency, one 

should know content prohibitions and create safe conditions for their accounts so as not to cause sensitivity on 

Twitter in important and special operations. 

In this article, we intend to express and explain the rules and regulations of Twitter and explain the content 

limitations of Twitter to you with concrete examples. Please stay with us. 

Anti-bullying behavior policy: 

In this section, Twitter tells us that... 

If people are silent because of the fear of freely expressing their opinions, then freedom of expression does not 

mean much. We do not tolerate behaviors that cause silence by harassing, threatening or intimidating others. If you 

see something on Twitter that violates these rules, please report it to us 

Freedom of expression 



Apparently, freedom of speech is the main goal of this virtual space. This phrase means friendly and entertaining 

discourse on Twitter; It means everything that causes more interaction and away from tension and disagreement. 

Let's not forget that Twitter is not a fair virtual space! And the creators of this virtual space are the governments 

that have ideological friction with you; Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to these points in preparing and 

producing content. 

You must remember the martyrdom operation of Sardar Soleimani and the incident of the IRGC attack on Ain al-

Assad; In most of the contents of these two operations, there was talk of revenge, declaration of violence against 

the governments involved in those incidents, expression of sadness and anger caused by the loss of Haj Qasim, which 

was accompanied by the transfer of violence, etc. From Twitter's point of view, this style of tweeting means hateful 

behavior; Something that is against the behavior policy on Twitter. As you witnessed, even after the martyrdom of 

Sardar, any mention of Haj Qasim in tweets caused the revolutionary accounts to be restricted and sometimes even 

suspended. 

In the following, you will read Twitter's explanation about hateful behavior. 

You must not "promote violence against, or directly attack or threaten people" based on their race, ethnicity, 

nationality, sexuality, gender, gender identity, religion, age, disability or disease. 

We do not allow those user accounts whose main purpose is to incite to harm others based on these categories. 

The items of race, ethnicity and religion are three important items that are often seen in your support and ideological 

operations. For example, in an operation like the attack on Ain al-Assad, you saw the presence of all three words 

and their meaning in tweets. In such a case, Twitter has allowed itself to limit and even ban the offending accounts 

for violating the rules of healthy discussion. Also, the topic of threatening certain groups, ethnicities and nationalities 

is included in the group of hateful behaviors. 

In continuation, we have content restrictions on Twitter:... 

Among the things we do not tolerate is behavior that harasses individuals or groups of people in the following ways, 

and is not limited to these cases. 

1. threats of violence; 

2. wishing harm, illness or death to individuals or groups; 

3. references to mass killings, violent events, or specific means of violence of which these groups were the 

primary targets or victims; 

4. behavior that causes fear of a protected group; 

5. Defamation, racial or sexual slurs, or other content that violates the dignity of others repeatedly and/or 

without the consent of the parties. 

1. Violent threats: 

For example, threatening the destruction of Israel or rooting out the foundations of oppression and corruption, 

taking revenge, etc. Pay attention to the photo of the tweet below; In this tweet, the person publicly threatened the 

destruction of America, Israel and Al Saud. 



 

The concept can be written in a human framework and away from content sensitivity: 

Targeting the responsible officials of other countries in a time other than open war is an inhuman act and violates 

international laws. We hope that the international community will react correctly to this issue. 

2. wishing harm, illness or death to individuals or groups; 

Threats to kill, compensation for damage by attacking the positions of the opposing government and war are 

examples of this option. Check out the tweet below: 



 

It can be written like this: 

We ask the American people, if you were in our place and the most beloved person of your country was attacked by 

a usurping regime and you were threatened that you should not do anything about it, what would you do? 

3. references to mass killings, violent events, or specific instruments of violence of which these groups were 

the primary targets or victims; 

 Retaliating against the hostile government/countries by threatening to kill and take revenge. This style of content 

writing is a kind of transmission of violence; which causes the spread of fear and loss of communication security on 

the Twitter platform. 

 

conveying the concept with reasonable and accepted expression: 

Every day they say... premature removal of the Zionist regime ...  



All the evidences indicate that this action of Trump was carried out to protect the interests of the Zionist regime, 

and not the United States, in the region, and the hatred caused by this terrorist act can harm the health of innocent 

citizens, soldiers, and Americans in the region.  

4. behavior that causes fear of a protected group; 

Anything that causes some kind of worry and fear in the mind of the audience. 

 Some Brazilian users, thinking that Iran is going to take revenge on the American continent, published tweets based 

on this misunderstanding ! 

 

The Dear Iran hashtag is trending in America, which contains humorous and serious tweets. Dear Iran; Please don't 

care about the blue states, we are innocent. (We did not vote for Trump) 

 

If you write like this, naturally you have not created fear in the mind of the audience: 

We have no enmity with the people of the United States of America; American statesmen and supporters of Donald 

Trump should be responsible for this unforgivable act (martyring Sardar Soleimani). 



5. Slandering, racist or sexual jokes, or other content that violates the dignity of others, repeatedly and/or 

without the consent of the parties: 

According to Twitter, this is a slanderous tweet, considering the US's denial of the connection with ISIS and its 

strengthening: 

 

With a little tolerance, the following tweet can be accepted as an enlightening content: 

When ISIS destroys Iran's electricity transmission line to Iraq, is it so hard to understand where they are getting the 

line from? 

Have you ever seen that ISIS and other terrorists in Syria and Iraq have harmed the interests of America, Israel, and 

Saudi Arabia? 

So far, we have tried to explain to you the general prohibition of creating content on the Twitter platform in specific 

topics. Now and in the continuation of this article, we will focus on the issue of Palestine and we will help you in 

producing safe content by giving examples and stating important and key points. 

1. Do not threaten; 

You can express your desire with a logical language and with the help of a range of words that is reasonable and 

measured from a universal and human perspective; In this way, you can bring a large number of contacts with you. 

Also, do not use words like "Zionist" in your content. 

2. Don't mention the revenge and killing of the forces of the government/opposite country; 

By expressing what happened in a reasonable way, you should raise the issue in such a way that you leave the 

judgment to the audience; In this way, you have achieved your goal without interfering and using violence. 

3. Don't talk about revenge in the form of mass murder; 

Express your position correctly and far from generalizing to others, in such a way that even people who share the 

same problem with you will join you. 

4. Do not scare the audience; 

As a user on Twitter, you are obligated not to create or spread fear, anxiety and worry. So, away from violence and 

creating fear, get your point across. 



5. Speak documentary; 

If you intend to expose an inhumane relationship (for example, exposing the connection of the US government with 

the rise and rise of ISIS), document it away from expressing emotion (anger) and by bringing reasons and proofs, so 

that logically, every interlocutor convince 

Palestine is a common global concern; So it is necessary to look at it from a global perspective and talk about it. Pay 

attention to the following points in writing about Palestine: 

1. Talk about joint rights; 

The issue should be looked at from the perspective of human rights, humanitarian issues, especially children's rights. 

Human rights, which include the subgroup of the right to freedom, the right to treatment and health facilities, the 

right to property, etc., are aspects that everyone believes in and acknowledges. 

2. Talk about the legal right of ownership of Palestine for Muslims and its residents, with proof and evidence. 

You can get enough information in this field by studying historical documents. The more realistic and well-reasoned 

your tweet is, the higher it will be in terms of content credibility and the possibility of Twitter's sensitivity will 

decrease. 

3. Your content should be enlightening and not bring out points that cause thinking in the audience's mind; 

Avoid simple and easy-to-use content that is often repetitive. Keep in mind that a tweet will be more attractive and 

effective if it presents a new angle of the topic to the audience. 

4. Talk about the atrocities and corruption behind the support of Israel; 

Express the support of different nations to the occupying regime of Al-Quds. For this reason, you remove the veil 

from the face of hostile governments. In the end, as an example, we will provide you with some tweets on the topic 

of Palestine, with appropriate content and far from sensitivity:  
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